jobbing skepticism has pretty much held sway. This despite the contrary argu ments of academic curmudgeons (I use the term with some approbation) like Justin Rosenberg (2005) that "global theorists" successfully, though mistakenly, conjured an edifice built on sand, all without firm conceptual foundations and empirical bricks. We might agree that while the global and the rise of global studies and global knowledge has been a problem shift in the annals of social scientific endeavor, to date it has not been a game changer.
Indeed, the transformationalist versus sceptic motif continues to play in aca demic discourses, if more sporadically. In popular and populist rhetoric it still conjures a good deal of vigour, whether on the part of those "left behind" by globalization or, pace the UK after Brexit, those destined to reap the rewards of an imagined (imaginative) global future. With less panache, but perhaps more accuracy, the Mackinsey Global Institute predicts that we are experiencing a new wave of global becoming, of either liberating or oppressive globalization, this time in the guise of a digital globality (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016; Morozov, 2013) . Far from globalization having stopped at some point in the past twenty years -or never begun, as some sceptics favour -the argument put by supporters of this thesis is that the world is now more interconnected than ever, and increasingly conscious of that state. Digital culture has become incessant, ubiquitous and global.
Echoing past faults on how to construe this development it is still present ed by Mckinsey as an economic phenomenon mustering a "datafied" global economy, based on data flows that transmit information, ideas and innova tion. Global flows of data comprise information searches, oneto one and one tomany communications, transactions, video and intraorganizational traffic among governments, business enterprises and other nonstate actors. Indi viduals too are participating in global and glocal networks directly and pro miscuously, using digital platforms for leisure, to learn, to combat or guard against illness, find work and build interpersonal relationships. In the Inter net of Things (IoT) data speaks only to data, mediated by smart machines; there are even "bot" wars. In turn this claim spills over into debate about the posthuman features of a new global cultural economy, where communica tion technologies produce an indifferent globality of machines and the hid den "agency" of algorithms (Harari, 2017) . Sometimes, there is a tendency to play down what might pass as a moment of putative transformation by treat ing it as no more than another frisson in the unfolding of mediatized capital ism (Ampuja, 2011) , or else drown it in the cacophony of talk about the end of globalization; for some presaged in the illiberalism of Brexit, in Trumpism, with its rejection of the global liberal order in favour of a latterday Jackso nianism, and in shades of the downhome populisms seen from Marseilles to Moscow.
But overall there is a builtin socialscientific caution about the threat or promise of ascribed or predicted new times, whatever their hue, and whether they require changes to the ways we make social theory and conduct social analysis. Notwithstanding frequent upheavals in the phenomenal world, there is even coyness and, occasionally, outright hostility, to ascribing novelty to the temper of what is happening around us. Global scholarship has always attract ed a weight of skepticism of the plus ca change variety when it essays something more than a description of things as they are, and where it ventures too far beyond the confines of methodological nationalism.
Yet there is also cause for celebration because, apart from the odd frisson, the academy has indeed moved on from the hackneyed trinity of hyperglobalism, transformationalism and skepticism; and profitably so. Let's take one example of this shift in address to the global; one that resonates with some of the con tributions to this volume, before further gauging the temper of current schol arship. Students of the global have been much exercised of late by the idea of the anthropocene as the first period of significant human impact on the earth's geology, climate and ecosystems (Crutzen, 2002) . Even at its most restrained this focus demonstrates a proper regard for truly planetary forces and processes, and encourages a research agenda based on what looks like overwhelming glob al evidence that humans alter atmospheric, geological, hydrological, biospheric and other earth system processes. That humans are culpable in the seemingly willful destruction of planetary resources is now taken as good science. What is of particular interest to the social sciences is that on this reckoning there is, and can be, no hard science of globality, because any notion of objectivity is always suborned by "the presence of humans in the phenomena so described" (Latour, 2014, 2) .
But social science has different ways of ascribing agency and its role in social constitution. And if we wanted evidence that this engagement is always con tested science, the anthropocentric model articulated by Bernard Latour and many others has itself been challenged in claims that planetary ecology is far from entirely human made (Latour, 2014; Mosca, 2016) . Attention to the non human and posthuman features of the planetary future (Kroker, 2014; Bene dikter and Giordano, 2011) blurs the distinction between human and non human and subject and object (Chandler, 2015) . This is obviously so in a world that is increasingly datafied, and in such a world, global studies -comprising all social and natural sciences, the humanities and some areas of neuroscience -inter-alia must address the idea of algorithmic agency and the indifferent glo © ProtoSociology Volume 33/2016: Borders of Global Theory bality of Big Data and the Internet of Things (IoT). As Arthur Kroker opines, with possibly just a shade of hyperbole, this is a world of "information every where, connectivity pervasive, bodies augmented and selfmonitored by cyber netic systems, perception illuminated, truth a purely phantasmagorical effect, perception coded by media feeds, attention fully wired" (2014,178; Benedikter and Giordano, 2011) .
And what about exorbitant globality, a notion that raises the perceptual and intellectual game yet another notch (Clark, 2005) ? In February 2017, NASA astronomers reported the discovery of a new solar system where life may have evolved. Trappist -1, a dwarf star, has in its orbit seven Earthlike planets (exo planets) perhaps capable of supporting life (Daily Telegraph Online, February 23 2017) . With this information, what Pierre Bourdieu called the "repertoires of possibility" available to students of global constitution are expanded hugely, at least in the longterm; even if the designation "global" ceases to be strict ly accurate. Indeed, the very language of "the global" becomes problematic, although that has been true for different reasons throughout its brief period of intellectual celebrity. Should we now talk seriously about cosmos studies, as some commentators have suggested?
As early as 2005, Nigel Clark pointed to the dynamic characteristics of the solar system, galaxy and universe, and developed the idea of an exorbitant glo bality that treats the earth as a system in active and ongoing interchange with its cosmic environment (see also Clark, 2016) . Meanwhile, SpaceX, the rocket development company plans to send two tourists around the moon in 2018 on a weeklong "cruise". Moon tourism -certainly moon settlement -may well become the early, if banal, face of extraglobal modalities; new states of excep tion perhaps -redefining aspects of sociality, the meaning of social ties and the spatial confines of intimacy, trust and security. And here I offer a last example, perhaps more poignant than the others. Mars One, a largely privately financed mission to Mars by 2024 aims to send four volunteers to begin the human population of the Red Planet. Candidates for this mission know that they will never return from that journey and will be stranded in the desert of deep space.
But the thing is, that Mars is already within the communicative compass of the Internet, having a satellite in stationary orbit that exchanges data with similar machines orbiting Earth. As Laurence Scott muses, " a miracle has already occurred: that longfamiliar dusty twinkle in the night sky has been hooked into the network" (2016, 208) . Of course, Anthony Giddens prefigured such developments more than two decades ago when consigning the concep tual meat of globalizationasprocess to the notion of spacetime distanciation; though his address was resolutely terrestrial (1990) . The SpaceX scenario, and perhaps Mars One, along with any kind of personal relationship entirely medi ated by digital technology ceases to be the stuff of sciencefiction and more and more the grain of the quotidian. And in the case of extraplanetary travel and settlement, the concept of "glocal" also takes on a whole different flavor, while the idea of exorbitant globality itself works against the particular -and rather narrow -grain of skepticism that continues to inform accounts of terrestrial globalization (Roudometof, 2016) . Now, you may think that any such focus or prescription is frivolous, or requires too great a dose of creative and extrapolative thinking to give it legs. I raise it here in part to demonstrate the dynamism, but also the promise, of global scholarship. After all, this issue of Protosociology is a set of reflections on what we construe as "within" and "without" the remit of global theory, and that includes recognition of otherthanhuman influences on the constitution of globality, as well as the exorbitant variety. So, it is appropriate to locate it as an intriguing, possibly important, intellectual riff in the short history of a profitably contested field. An extraplanetary, a cosmic and even a posthuman, dimension to global studies has begun to inflect the temper and remit of what still musters as a determinedly terrestrial scholarship moving largely to disci plinary impulses and national academic traditions about knowledge creation, concept devlopment and empirical focus (Kamola, 2013) .
In that mostly terrestrial scholarship the salience of the global is, as Jan Nederveen Pieterse opines, a reflection of "the growing pace, scope and inten sity of global relations and effects" This is a tautology of course, but obligingly true nonetheless (2013, 2). The field of global studies with both theoretical and empirical purchase has been growing apace because of the "exponential growth of global relations, dynamics and problems; it is a response to ramify ing, intensifying and deepening processes of globalization" (ibid). But that is not to say the condition of globality -always a more nuanced concept in the lexicon of global studies -is simply the sum or telos of linear processes of glo balization. Globalization is never -hardly ever -just mere connection; even if connectivity is a necessary staple in any theory of global constitution. Glo balization seen as connectivity is a very inclusive concept, but connection and exchange, while necessary, are not sufficient indicators of globality. The latter reside in both practices and consciousness, while the very idea of institution alization points to those cultural and organizational features of social ontology that frame action and consciousness.
Usefully, Nederveen Pieterse identifies what he calls three "levels" of global knowledge. The first is amenable to both hyperglobalist cant and claims that globalization is dead and buried. It consists of the sprawling arrays of data col © ProtoSociology Volume 33/2016: Borders of Global Theory lected and curated by divers actors -governments, corporations, international organizations, epistemic communities, security pacts and the like -for all kinds of purposes. In this warp, the graph of globalization rises and falls depending on trend and circumstance, and possibly in line with greater worldhistorical forces. This level comprises the raw data of global studies and is largely un theorized, while carrying great clout in the polemics of journalists, free market politicians and business people, along with subalterns previously referenced and "left behind" by the juggernaut of market capitalism and the global suc cess of cosmopolitans; those "winners" that David Goodhart arrestingly calls "anywhere" people. (Goodhart, 2017) . Nederveen Pieterse's second level of global knowledge comprises studies of globalization still largely organized by disciplinary fiat, sometimes glossed with ideological or normative agendas. What globalization is and how, or whether, it should be studied is governed by these disciplines and subdisciplines and the temper of dominant (if passing) schools of thought within them. For example, neoMarxist thinking, notably out of critical international political economy (IPE), until recently dominated the way international relations as a discipline has approached the study of globalization, equating the latter with the endless search for accumulation as manifested in the theory and practices of neoliber alism and neoimperialism. Despite the influence of neoGramscian thinking on this corpus, which goes some way to round out hardnosed economistic interpretations of social change, the overall effect has been to vitiate the pursuit of a global scholarship that is multidimensional (as well as interdisciplinary) and -Gramsci notwithstanding -that gives explanatory credence to culture as a feature of social constitution.
The third level identified by Nederveen Pieterse is more of a hortatory chal lenge, a call to arms in pursuit of a global scholarship that is multidimensional and interdisciplinary; a mantra we all endorse, but seldom achieve. He pro poses the need to transcend the national frame of reference; that global stud ies must be multicentric and thus embrace the critique of Eurocentrism and orientalism, and that there must be proper address to key notions such as glocalization, for too long neglected or underplayed in simple models of glo balization as a dialectic of domination and resistance (Roudometof, 2016) . He also counsels a scholarship that abjures rigid micromacro distinctions and is critical of other convenient analytical dualities: localglobal, statesociety and, of course, agencystructure, that simplify complex social processes.
Finally, this scholarship must be kaleidoscopic in its coverage and multiper spectival, addressing global issues from the standpoints of north and south, east and west, national and local, collective and personal identities. Posed thus, a rule of thumb for the remit of global theory or global scholarship, is that noth ing is ruled out provided that the subject or theme carries global content in the sense that it addresses the idea of the global through the lens of individual and collective experience and how, if ever, these mesh; of the relationalities between local or mobile subjects and more encompassing structures of materiality and meaning; and all with one eye on history.
Much of this is unexceptionable, if at a rather high level of generality and prescription. What it demonstrates, I believe, is that interdsciplinarity, multi dimensional and multiperspectival thinking are three of the key rules of engagement for global scholarship. Hard to deliver and perhaps to conceptu alize, these speak to a scholarship not in thrall to boundaries. Interestingly, if with some measure of paradox, in a recent article, Michael Burawoy mounts a defence of public sociology as a way of combating what he sees as the dep redations of a hegemonic knowledge order, the claims of western "universal ization" of knowledge and the ingrained prejudices of national sociologies. At the same time he disparages the "domination" of economics and political sci ence in framing the temper of a global social science, or a social science of the global (2016, 958). Burawoy's argument is couched as part of a wider strategic mission seen in some areas of research on global constitution and on global ization -Wallersteinian worldsystems analysis is anther contender -to effect a scholarship of engagement around key themes and issues that lay bare the constitution and sustenance of hegemonic orders and depict the global condi tion as playing out generic and particular mobilizations of bias.
The burden of Nederveen Pieterse's criticisms of existing knowledge on the global can be distilled thus: taking the academic exploration of globalization / globality seriously in cognitive, affective and evaluative terms means addressing the variety of the human condition globally and accepting that what hyperglo balists once thought was an ineluctable process of secular integration is in fact a tortuous dialectic of sameness and difference. Of course, his prescription is not new and the history of ideas is full of reflections couched in pretty much the same light. Cosmopolitan thinking, certainly in its ethical and transcul tural variants -and even Ulrich Beck's insistence that a cosmopolitan impulse should replace the focus on globalization -along with periodic warnings of a clash of civilizations (Beck, 2007; Huntington 1996 ) -all traffic visions of a universal, westernized modernity, with, and occasionally without, its secular component. Something resembling a cosmopolitan thesis also finds expression in classical thought from the Stoics and in some Muslim scholarship (Casa nova, 2011) .
A world arrayed as multiple centres and as epistemologically decentred is © ProtoSociology Volume 33/2016: Borders of Global Theory a clear advance on Western / Eurocentric accounts of global dynamics. But that said, we do have to look closer to assess the gains made and to identify remaining problems. Once scholars have parted company with theories of con vergence and linearity and with Western dominated models of global develop ment, the difficulty resides not only in being able to tell a story with multiple centres and multiple narratives, but in forging an account that sometimes has no centre at all (Crossley, 2008) . Without doubt a good starting point is to accept the quotidian reality of different global narratives, but in doing so schol ars must not assume that global history, global processes and global events, play to all these narratives equally. If there is an intellectual and even moral wrong to be righted, its prosecution is not best served by ignoring the ways in which western modernity -the western cultural account -has, in Fouad Ajami's stark expression, cut deep furrows across the face of civilizations and other collective identities; indeed, other modernities (Ajami, 1993) .
It is here that the multiple modernities thesis carries analytical weight, because what exercises students of the genre is very much a summary of global scholarship's current preoccupations (Preyer and Krause, 2017) . These include the fragmenting of US hegemony and the rise of successor powers, or none; the emergence of a more fluid multipolarity and the crisis or transformative potential in the existing order of (Western) modernity, including the hollow ing out of liberal democracy. In all this, modernity remains seminal unfinished business for research on globalization (Browning, 2011) . But many accounts continue to treat the latter as either the global spread of western secular moder nity glossed as a universal process of modernization and human development, or as a facet of the particular dynamism of the JudeoChristian tradition deliv ered through American foreign policy and cultural economy (Casanova, 2011; WohlrabSahra and Burchardt, 2012) . Even where inroads into this account have been made, for example by postcolonial theory and the multiple moder nities research agenda -thus bringing nonWestern perspectives closer to the mainstream of debate -profound issues remain.
Because of this, it is hard to cavil at sentiments found in an article in International Political Sociology a few years ago (Kamola, 2013 ) that many scholars writ ing on globalization find it easy to accept some things as inherently -maybe "obviously" is a better word -global (the Internet, McDonald's, etc.) but not others (Kamola says genocide in Rwanda, refugee camps, etc.) Like Burawoy, Kamola's argument here is that who is positioned to designate what is "global," and thus what constitutes firm ground for a theory of globalization, is shaped by a skewed political economy of knowledge production, not least between scholars in the global north and the global south. Casanova makes the related and entirely cogent point about the assumptions of much globalization theory where secularization parades as a, perhaps the, analytical and normative cen trepiece (2011). In cosmopolitan thinking (Archibugi, 2008) and even in some particularist versions of the flawed and fragile triumph of western civilization religion and religious identity are either neglected as a source of worldmaking practices or alternative globalities, or else recognized only as the basis of 'fun damentalist' resistance to the secular ideology of modernity (Appadurai, 2006) .
And even if one took the thesis of a universal western modernity seriously as a description of the global condition and a prescription for the good society writ large, some current research still questions the conceptual cornerstones of sociality as conceived by that version of modernity. Writing in 2011, Bene dikter and Giordano argue that changes in communications technology are shaping, defining and establishing the future of the globalized social sphere with "increasing pace and impact". Seen from a systemic viewpoint, where this suggests an enactment of process and structures, the overall dynamic compris es a twofold movement, in which an outer process of transition is joined by an inner transformational drive. They argue that while new social media like Facebook, Twitter and webcams, along with smartphones and iPads change the "outer dimension of how we perceive, interpret and handle our social lives, thus transforming our habits of cultural consumption, contemporary brain and consciousness research are changing the inner dimension of the contem porary social by dramatically reshaping the selfperception and interpreta tion of the individual through the findings, cultural distribution and practical applications of neuroscience and neurotechnology" (2011, 14) . This twofold schematic syncs with our remit in this volume to examine global knowledge from the inside out and the outside in. The primary task, they say, now may not be trying to "explain" the meaning(s) of the new developments, but rather to identify an array of crucial questions at the inter and transdisciplinary crossroads between the different societal fields, culturopolitical trends and scientific disciplines" (ibid, 16).
All this kind of reflection provides an appropriate backdrop to this issue of Protosociology. When I bruited this volume the intention was to encourage a diversity of reflection under the broad remit of what now constitutes global theory, from scholars intimately engaged in theoretical and empirical research. I was not looking to compile anything that resembles a representative sample of work being done on global theory, because I am not sure such a device is pos sible or desirable. Also, I did not want the issue simply to mirror the disciplin ary tensions apparent in much scholarship, nor reproduce hackneyed divisions between varieties of hyperglobalists, sceptics and transformationalists. Rather, I was aiming for a critical engagement with a still contested field that promises (at the least) insights on how the world is being made and on how knowledge about that is generated. Moreover, I was not looking to reprise postmortems on global theory and on globalization that enjoy a periodic vogue, but did not rule that out as a mode of address for some contributions. The idea of "post global" social science, or the shift to a glocal or cosmopolitan version clearly invest these debates with a credible liveliness and should be entertained by the broader constituency of researchers. So should injunctions to treat with the cosmos as signifying the absence of limits in socialscientific discourse, and awareness of the nonhuman and "indifferent" globalities that abound. Other perspectives -gender; and nonWestern or postcolonial are serious contend ers -each inflect global theory critically and for the better.
If this sounds a little like a freeforall, I apologise. But it is permissiveness aimed at producing a vibrant, even groundbreaking contribution to the body of reflection on the global, delivered by very respected academics whose own work has often pushed back the boundaries of global research and global the ory. I am pleased to report that the contributions that follow have made good on this promise.
